
How to use The NEFF oven’s
automatic programs

Ingredients Method

Struggling to get your oven settings right? Whether you’re baking a cake,
cooking dinner or steaming a home meal, each dish requires a unique mix of
temperature, moisture and cooking time to taste it’s best.

But never fear – you can prepare food very easily using the various
automatic programs on your NEFF oven.

The number of automatic programs your NEFF oven has depends on if it is a
steam oven or an oven with microwave functionality. For example, the NEFF
FullSteam oven comes with 30 automatic programs. These operate on
cycles that are pre-programmed into the oven with the correct setting and
oven temperature to ensure your dish is cooked to perfection.

Some of these automatic programs will use a combination of different oven
functions – so when cooking ‘roast pork with cracking’ your oven will use a
combination of steam, CircoTherm, CircoRoasting and finally CircoRoasting
with VarioSteam during the cooking cycle to ensure a cracking forms.

There’s no need for you to change the settings – your oven does the
thinking for you by choosing the correct setting and temperature every
time.

Automatic programs available with FullSteam

Your NEFF FullSteam oven has plenty of automatic programs, from hard-
boiled eggs right through to a crispy roast potatoes.

To get started, find the dish you’re wanting to cook from the following
categories:

Vegetables
Side dishes
Poultry & Fish
Desserts
Specialties

Automatic programs available with VarioSteam

Unlike FullSteam cooking, VarioSteam injects steam into the oven
compartment throughout the cooking process to keep your food moist. The
automatic programs include mixed grain bread, whole roast chicken and



fish fillets.

To get started, find the dish you’re wanting to cook from the following
categories:

Bread
Pastries
Meat
Poultry
Fish

Combination microwave automatic programs

Your combination microwave oven is also capable of utilising built-in
automatic programs to make cooking easier. In addition to defrost
programs, you can also cook long grain rice, frozen pizza, baked potato or
chicken pieces using the automatic programs. 

Learn more from the NEFF home economists here

 

Notes
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